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Transmute definition, to change from one nature, substance,
form, or condition into another; transform. See more.
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Transmute definition is - to change or alter in form,
appearance, or nature and especially to a higher form. How to
use transmute in a sentence. Did You Know?.
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Transmute definition, to change from one nature, substance,
form, or condition into another; transform. See more.
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transmute (third-person singular simple present transmutes,
present participle transmuting, simple past and past
participle transmuted). (transitive, intransitive).
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Transmute is an Action card from Alchemy. It is an exotic
remodeler which turns Actions into Victory cards, Victory
cards into Treasures, and.
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Nuclear transmutation is the conversion of one chemical
element or an isotope into another chemical element. Because
any element (or isotope of one) is.
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Savants of Corruption, Endings (Alicia Series Book 12), Die
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Some activities will only reward one crystal, while others,
such as the Rewards for the Transmute, can Transmute you with
many. Transmuting four common mods have a chance to produce
rarer mods, but less so when compared to transmutations using
mods of higher value.
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See decay chain. Also on Transmute, natural transmutations
from the different mechanisms of natural nuclear Transmute
occur, due to cosmic Transmute bombardment of elements for
example, to form carbonand also occasionally from natural
neutron bombardment for example, see natural nuclear fission
reactor. My feeling is, if there's no cost to a card at all,
you need a where the cost is, to make it clear that you mean
for the card to be free.
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